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Fostering strong and relevant skills in Iceland

Strong and relevant skills are vital for helping Iceland to adjust to rapidly changing technology and competition in the world economy and safeguard high prosperity and well-being. Many students, especially those with an immigration background, lack solid core skills and competences that weakens the skills-base. Vocational and tertiary education do not always provide skills needed by the labour market. A comprehensive approach is required to strengthen skills, based on systematic assessment and forecasting exercises. This should include measures to improve teaching quality, including through stronger professional development, and ensure its equitable distribution; strengthen the work-based component of vocational training; and ensure that tertiary education provides the right skills. Beyond education, effective re-skilling and up-skilling programmes, including for immigrant workers, and strong work incentives are essential for further skill development and to help make the best use of existing skills.

This Working Paper relates to the 2019 OECD Economic Survey of Iceland
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Favoriser des compétences solides et pertinentes en Islande

Des compétences solides et pertinentes sont essentielles pour aider l'Islande à s'adapter à l'évolution rapide des technologies et de la concurrence dans l'économie mondiale et à préserver une prospérité et un bien-être élevés. De nombreux étudiants, en particulier ceux issus de l'immigration, ne disposent pas de compétences de base solides ce qui affaiblit le socle de compétences. L'enseignement professionnel et supérieur n'offre pas toujours les compétences nécessaires au marché du travail. Une approche globale est nécessaire pour renforcer les compétences, sur la base d'exercices d'évaluation et de prévision systématiques. Cela devrait inclure des mesures visant à améliorer la qualité de l'enseignement, notamment par le biais d'un développement professionnel renforcé, et à assurer sa répartition équitable, à renforcer la composante professionnelle de la formation professionnelle et à garantir que l'enseignement supérieur offre les compétences appropriées. Au-delà de l'éducation, des programmes efficaces de recyclage et d'amélioration des compétences, y compris pour les travailleurs immigrés, et des incitations au travail efficaces sont indispensables au perfectionnement des compétences et permettent de tirer le meilleur parti des compétences existantes.
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Fostering strong and relevant skills in Iceland

By Vassiliki Koutsogeorgopoulou and Laura Brogi 1

Iceland enjoys high labour force participation and employment rates in international comparison, especially among women, and has a highly educated workforce (Figure 1). Although labour productivity growth has increased in recent years, the level of productivity remains below the average of Nordic countries, affected by skills mismatches and weakening school performance. Rapid technological change will add to pressures to train workers to cope with new challenges. In the future workers are likely to change occupations several times more in their lives than currently due to expected technological change. This underlines the need to provide the labour force with the skills needed for adapting to the expected changes.

There are two broad skills challenges that Iceland needs to address going forward. First, it is key to build a strong base by ensuring that young people leave compulsory education with the skills needed for further development and lifelong learning. This requires reducing the large share of students with low proficiency levels in literacy and numeracy, according to PISA findings (Figure 1), and also equipping young people with a broader set of skills including, for instance, creativity and collaborative skills that go beyond the competencies measured by PISA. Second, the skills and qualifications of Iceland’s labour force should be better aligned with the demand for different skills in the country, which is also likely to change further with technological developments. Many occupations requiring high skills are facing shortages, while many workers are over-qualified for the jobs they do, implying that they are not meeting their productive potential. Using existing skills effectively is as crucial as developing them. Some of the skills shortages have been filled by immigrants, although they are not always well integrated in the labour market.

This paper takes stock of recent policy initiatives to address these challenges, indicating areas where further reforms are needed. The paper focuses in particular on education, lifelong learning (adult learning) policies, activation programmes, unemployment benefits and initiatives helping immigrant labour market integration. All these policy areas are key ingredients to a comprehensive approach for developing the appropriate skills and making the best use of them. Well-developed skills assessment and anticipation exercises are essential to inform policy decision.

1 Vassiliki Koutsogeorgopoulou is member of the OECD Economics Department. Laura Brogi was at the Economics Department at the time of writing and is now Junior Data Scientist at Fabricalab S.r.l. The authors would like to thank Hansjoerg Bloechliger, Isabell Koske, Alvaro Pereira, Piritta Sorsa, Douglas Sutherland (OECD Economics Department), Romina Boarini (General Secretariat), Olga Rastrigina, Daniele Pacifico, Alessia Forti (OECD Directorate for Employment, Labour and Social Affairs) and Icelandic officials for their valuable comments and feedback on earlier drafts. Special thanks are due to Guðmundur Þórgrímsson (Department of Analytics, Directorate of Education, Iceland), for providing useful data for the empirical analysis in this paper. Special thanks also go to Anne Legendre for research assistance and Assa Fofana for editorial assistance (both from the OECD Economics Department).
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Figure 1. Iceland faces skills-related challenges

1. Data refer to 2015 PISA results for reading, maths and science. “Level 2” is considered the PISA baseline level of proficiency. 
2. High-skilled workers refer to ISCO occupational groups 1-3, medium-skilled to group 4-8 and low-skilled to group 9. Data refers to latest year available. 
3. Qualification mismatch describes a situation for which a worker has qualifications that exceed (overqualified) or does not meet (underqualified) the ones generally required for the job. 
Source: EO database; OECD Education at a Glance (EAG) 2018; PISA 2015; OECD Skills for Jobs. 

StatLink: https://doi.org/10.1787/888933996429
Building solid core skills

Iceland spends significantly on education but outcomes have deteriorated

Iceland spends 0.8 percent point of GDP more on education than the average OECD country. The difference mainly reflects high levels of expenditure on compulsory education (primary and lower secondary education), which is almost fully publicly funded (Figure 2). Per student spending in primary and lower secondary levels exceeded the OECD average by one-third in 2015. The targeting of education funding at compulsory education reflects, to a large extent, the “inclusive school” policy, stipulating that all students, irrespective of their disabilities, should have access to normal schooling (OECD, 2016[1]) (Box 1).

Figure 2. Iceland spends comparatively more on compulsory education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Private expenditure</th>
<th>Public expenditure¹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>% of GDP</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|Á. Total expenditure on education by source, 2015
|       |     |     |
| A. Total expenditure on education by source, 2015
|       |     |     |
| B. Expenditure by level in education, 2015
|       |     |     |

1. Included public to private transfers.
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Box 1. Education system: main features

The education system in Iceland is divided into four levels: pre-school, compulsory, upper secondary and higher education (universities). The system is pre-dominantly publicly funded with very few private schools. The central government has the overall responsibility at all levels of education and sets the policies.

**Compulsory education**

The compulsory school, comprising primary and lower secondary education, is 10 years and caters to children between 6 and 15 years of age. Pre-primary and compulsory education are underpinned by the principle of inclusiveness, stipulating that all students independently of their disabilities should have access to normal schooling. There are currently 169 compulsory schools in Iceland, with a large variation in size. Small schools are concentrated mainly in the rural areas.
A comprehensive reform in 1996 devolved the responsibility for compulsory education to the municipalities. Local authorities are currently responsible for opening and closing compulsory schools, approving the school curriculum, organising school leadership and for allocating physical and financial resources. Schools (at all levels) enjoy a fair amount of autonomy as recommended by the OECD in general. The Municipal Equalisation Fund distributes grants to local authorities with the aim to even out differences in the cost of running schools and ensuring that all municipalities meet minimum requirements for schools.

**Upper secondary education (general and vocational streams)**

Upper secondary education starts at 16 years of age. The general education is three years leading to a matriculation exam, which gives access to higher education. Vocational education and training (VET) lasts between one and five years, depending on the programme. There are two types of schools: class-based schools for general education, and credit-based schools for mixed general and vocational education. There is an additional level for specialised VET and journeyman qualifications, which is located at the upper secondary institutions.

There are currently over 80 VET programmes available to students. VET students do not have an automatic access to higher education, but they can complete an extra matriculation exam, alongside their vocational studies.

The upper secondary education is funded and managed by the central government. Some upper secondary (and higher education) institutes are government dependent private institutes. The funding system is in the process of being overhauled. Schools create their course descriptions and make proposals for programmes that have to be approved by the education authorities.

**Tertiary education**

The tertiary sector comprises 7 universities (4 public and 3 private) and caters to 18000 students in total. All tertiary institutions in Iceland have the status of universities. There are no specialised VET institutions at the tertiary level, but some are more oriented towards VET programmes than others. Examples include, the art academy and the agricultural university.

The main source of income for universities is public funds. Around 2/3 of the allocation is for teaching and is based on a funding model that takes into account the number of students (FTE) (approximately 95%) and, to a much lesser extent, the number of those who graduate (approximately 5%). Both are calculated on the basis of price categories for different fields (15 categories for exams). One-third of the government funding allocated to each higher education institution is determined on a historical basis. No criteria exist for research. The funding system is currently under review.


Despite high spending levels, educational outcomes are not satisfactory. Icelandic 15-year-olds scored below OECD average in all three subject areas (science, mathematics, reading) of the 2015 PISA (Figure 3). Moreover, performance in PISA tests has declined over time. Around 13% of students approaching the end of compulsory education did not reach the PISA baseline level (Level 2) of proficiency in all three subjects of the assessment, close
to the OECD average but higher than in other Nordic countries (Figure 1). The proportion of low performing students has increased from 2009 to 2015 in all core domains of PISA, while that of top performers (i.e. students achieving proficiency levels 5 or 6) has been sliding over time (Figure 3).

**Figure 3. Low and declining PISA scores**

Immigrants, which make up 7% of 15-year-old students, perform less well in the PISA tests than their native counterparts, even if Iceland’s education system is very equitable (Figure 4 and Figure 5). The performance gap remains regardless of socio-economic background. In reading literacy, the PISA score difference is over 60 points, which is equivalent to more than one year of schooling, with first generation immigrants performing particularly poorly. Students from an immigrant background are also at least twice as likely as native students to fail achieving the baseline PISA level, especially in reading. This weak performance is
further reflected in the low enrolments of immigrant students in upper secondary education compared to native students. OECD cross-country evidence suggests that students with poor PISA scores do not generally catch up later in life (OECD, 2015[2]). This is also supported by the relatively smaller proportion of “resilient” students in the case of immigrants compared to their native counterparts, with the corresponding shares standing at 10% and 18%, respectively (OECD, 2016[3]). “Resilient” students are those who manage to perform better than predicted by their socio-economic status. This calls for measures to better integrate immigrants (see below).

Figure 4. Immigrant students underperform by a wide margin

Source: PISA database.

StatLink https://doi.org/10.1787/888933996505
Figure 5. Socio-economic background has a small impact on students’ outcomes

Percentage of variance in student performance in PISA explained by ESCS
(strength of the socio-economic gradient)

Source: PISA database.

StatLink https://doi.org/10.1787/888933996524

There are also growing regional inequalities in educational performance. When urban and rural students are compared, the former do better in science PISA scores by 17 points, while the difference disappears when the socio-economic profile of both students and schools are taken into account (Figure 6). The rural-urban gap in performance persists, however, as further analysis reveals, when controlling for additional school and student characteristics (Box 2). Rural students also underperform compared to their urban peers in terms of upper secondary graduation rates, as well as expectations for pursuing university studies (with the gap persisting after taking students socio-economic status into account). Both are very important to further skills development. A recent study, focusing on Iceland, highlights the lower levels of ambition among students in rural areas (Nissinen et al., 2018[4]).
1. In PISA, schools located in towns of 3 000 inhabitants or less are defined as rural while urban ones refer to cities with 100 000 inhabitants or more.

2. The odds ratio is a measure of the relative likelihood of a particular outcome across two groups; an odds ratio below one denotes a negative association; and an odds ratio of one implies no association.


StatLink 2 https://doi.org/10.1787/888933996543

The gender gap in reading skills is also large. Around 24% of 15-year-old boys, compared to 10% of girls, failed to achieve the baseline level of efficiency, according to PISA.
findings, with the difference exceeding the OECD average and the levels in peer countries (Figure 7). The difference is even larger for rural boys (Statistics Iceland, 2018[5]).

**Figure 7. A large gender gap in reading literacy remains**

![Graph showing gender gap in reading literacy](image)

### A. Gender gap (boys - girls)

![Graph showing gender gap in reading literacy](image)

### B. Gender difference in the share of low achievers (boys-girls)

![Graph showing gender difference in low achievers](image)

### C. Gender difference in the share of top performers (boys-girls)

![Graph showing gender difference in top performers](image)

**Note:** “Low achievers” refers to students who perform at below 2 Level of PISA proficiency in each of the three subjects; and “top performers” to students who achieved Level 5 and above in each of the three subjects.

**Source:** PISA 2015.

Several, complex – and to an extent, inter-related – factors affect learning outcomes, ranging from students’ characteristics and interests to the quality of the education system per se. This multi-dimensionality is also highlighted by the results of an empirical analysis of PISA data for Iceland, carried out in the context of this Survey (Box 2). Socio-economic background, immigrant status and gender were all found to affect student performance, as are certain school characteristics, including location, teacher shortages and teachers’ academic qualifications. Of course, teacher quality goes beyond academic credentials as
skills and competences are also shaped by other factors, notably the pre-service practical training that new teachers receive and in-service professional development. Recent OECD analysis further highlights the importance of behavioural differences in explaining performance gaps in different academic subjects, especially between girls and boys, and the need, in this context, to encourage student attitudes through collective efforts (OECD, 2015[6]; OECD, 2016[3]). Overall, a comprehensive reform approach is required to improve student outcomes that entails specific measures focusing on areas of particular concern such as weak reading skills, and more broad measures that strengthen the foundations of the education system, with teaching quality at the core. These are discussed below.

**Box 2. Explaining PISA results for Iceland: an empirical analysis**

OECD analysis uses data from the six waves of PISA database for the period 2000-2015 to identify the main drivers of student performance in Iceland. A student-level education production function is estimated for each wave, with PISA test scores as dependent variable and students’ and schools’ characteristics as independent ones. Each PISA subject area (reading, mathematics, science) is analysed separately using an ordinary least squares (OLS) regression. In addition to a cross-sectional analysis, pooled cross-sectional and panel analysis, with fixed and random effects, were also employed for a sub-sample of schools to shed additional light to the evolution of PISA outcomes over time (Brogi and Koutsogeorgopoulou, forthcoming[7]).

The cross-sectional analysis of the last wave (2015) shows that student characteristics play an important role in explaining PISA scores, and this is true for all six waves of the assessment (Figure 8). More specifically, student’s social background has a significant positive effect on test scores, which remains stable overtime for all three subjects. On the other hand, immigrant status has a significant negative impact on scores, especially in the last wave. Gender appears to have a strong influence only in the case of reading, with girls performing significantly better than boys.

Regarding school characteristics, rural schools outperformed their urban counterparts until mid-2000s. The performance gap was reduced substantially in the following years, however, and was even reversed in 2015 with urban schools performing better in science, and especially, in maths (Figure 8). These results hold when taking into account several school and student characteristics that go beyond socio economic status (ESCS) and consider the whole PISA sample.

School-level variables also play a role. For instance, teachers’ shortages have an adverse impact on student performance, which is statistically significant in almost all waves, while teachers’ academic qualifications (in terms of holding a university degree) do not always matter. The quality of school material (e.g. laboratories) turns out to be another important variable, at least in some waves. Overall, the findings highlight that several interactive factors can help explain Iceland’s PISA performance.
Figure 8. Drivers of student performance

A. Estimates of 2015 PISA wave

B. Evolution of cross-sectional estimates for 2003-2015 waves

Note: *, **, *** denotes significance at the 90%, 95% and 99%, respectively. ESCS is the PISA index of socio, economic and cultural status for students. ESCS (school) is the mean of students’ ESCS at school level.

Source: PISA database and OECD calculations.
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Meeting the reading skills target

A 5-year national literacy strategy was launched in 2015 in the wake of a government White Paper on education reform in the previous year. The target was that at least 90% of students in compulsory school meet minimum reading standards (Level 2) by 2018, up from 79%. Efforts to achieve the target involved the development of reading proficiency standards for each level of compulsory education, as well as of new assessment tools (fluency tests) for the regular measurement of reading skills (Sighþórsson, 2017[8]). Moreover, the literacy initiative has allocated funding for a period of 5 years for counselling and support to municipalities and schools and awareness raising (Kavli, 2018[9]). A Directorate of
Education was created in 2015 to monitor the implementation of the national initiative on literacy and a task force was set up to this end.

These measures go in the right direction towards improving reading literacy skills. Regular reading fluency assessments provide useful information on students’ achievement at different school stages, enhancing the capacity for diagnosing reading difficulties. A number of local authorities and schools have already adopted reading policies with specific objectives and took actions to improve reading skills (Directorate of Education, 2017[10]). Efforts need to continue, however, as the reading literacy target set by the 2014 White Paper has not yet been achieved. A swift implementation of the measures under the literacy initiative is important. Strengthening literacy as a separate subject in school curricula for higher grades (5th and above) could also be considered, given evidence that literacy skills deteriorate as students move to higher grades.

Immigrant students require particular attention in view of their relatively poor reading skills (Figure 4) and the growing share of students with Icelandic as a second language. The corresponding share of such students in compulsory education stood at 10% in 2017, compared to only 1% two decades earlier. Offering language training, in addition to regular course work, is important. Recent OECD research highlights that integrating immigrant children into mainstream classes is associated with better outcomes (OECD, 2015[11]). This should be accompanied by appropriate training of teachers who work with immigrant students.

The authorities have launched a number of initiatives to promote the use of Icelandic language, which they find important given the small number of native speakers. Recent research into the development of the language has highlighted how vulnerable this is in an age of disruptive advances in digital technology (Rögnvaldsson et al., 2018[12]). Appropriately, immigrant children are given special attention to acquire adequate language skills. To this end, the Municipal Equalisation Fund provides grants to schools to support immigrant children, which benefits rural schools in particular. Moreover, a working group was set up by the government to analyse the situation of immigrant students in Iceland, which is expected to deliver proposals before the end of 2019.

Overall, ensuring that the majority of students in compulsory education reach the minimum reading standards is a key challenge. Setting clear goals for top performers in reading literacy, and perhaps other competency areas of PISA, and developing the necessary tools to achieve such goals, is also advisable. Reforms to enhance teaching quality, discussed below, play a key role in this regard.

Improving teaching quality

The teaching profession does not appear to be attractive to young people in Iceland, as indicated by the falling share of those under 30 years entering the vocation (Figure 9). This raises concerns not only about future teacher shortages, but also about quality. The proportion of un-licensed teachers in compulsory education has increased in recent years, reaching around 12% in 2018 (Figure 9). This may reflect the high employment turnover of fully qualified teachers, with many teachers leaving the profession especially after the first years of their career. Under current arrangements, a less qualified applicant (“out-of-licence” teaching) can be hired when no fully qualified teacher is available. The “qualitative” shortfalls are particularly large in areas outside the capital, such as Westfjords where the rate of teachers without a licence has reached 28%. In addition, licenced teachers are getting older, with an average age close to 48 years in 2018, compared to 36 years of teachers without a licence.
Figure 9. The teaching profession faces challenges at primary and lower secondary level

Relative low salaries compared to other professionals and a slow wage progression can reduce the attractiveness of the teaching profession (Figure 10) (Chapter 2 of the 2019 OECD Economic Survey of Iceland). After 15 years of service the salary of a lower secondary teacher in Iceland is only 10% higher than the level of the starting salary, with the difference increasing to 15% when comparing the final and starting wage. The corresponding figures for the OECD average stand at 41% and 78% respectively. OECD research concludes that relative earnings in teaching and non-teaching occupations, and their likely growth over time, have a strong influence over a graduate’s decision to become a teacher (OECD, 2005[13]; OECD, 2014[14]).
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Figure 10. Teacher salaries are relatively low

Some other aspects of the teaching profession may also affect its attractiveness as a career choice for young people. Icelandic teachers, for instance, spend comparatively more time on administrative tasks and classroom management, on the basis of the findings of the 2013 OECD Teaching and Learning International Survey (TALIS), at the expense of teaching time (OECD, 2014[15]). Moreover and like in the other Nordic countries, a formal system of teachers’ promotion that could make the process more structured and transparent is currently absent. OECD analysis concludes on the basis of behavioural evidence that, in addition to pay, extrinsic factors such as working conditions and career prospects, are important influences on whether people choose to become teachers or not (OECD, 2005[13]). The TALIS results for Iceland further show that many teachers feel that their work is undervalued.

Improving the image of the teaching profession and its competitive position in the job market through, for instance, public campaigns and well-designed financial incentives, could help attract new entrants to the field (OECD, 2005[13]). Transforming the teaching profession, however, requires a more comprehensive approach through well-coordinated strategies that strengthen quality. The ageing of the teaching workforce provides an opportunity for such reforms. Based on the experience of best performing countries, ensuring high teaching quality hinges upon an effective pre-service training, the presence of a wide-range of custom-made opportunities for in-service professional development, and coherent teacher-appraisal mechanisms (OECD, 2018[16]).

Iceland faces important challenges in these areas with recent reform initiatives going in the right direction. In particular:

- Initial teacher education (ITE) programmes need to prepare novice teachers better for the realities of the classroom (Figure 11, Panel A). A 5-year master’s degree is required since 2012 to enter the teaching profession at all levels. Class-based practice, however, also needs to be strengthened to help new teachers bridge theory and practice. Recent reforms that make the fifth year of the ITE programmes a paid part-time apprenticeship position at schools are a welcome step forward as they
boost practical training, while also reinforce the links between schools and teacher education institutions. Extending the period of practical training could be another reform option. Some countries, for instance Ireland and Sweden, have also established minimal credit hours for pre-service class-based practice of teachers (European Commission, 2015[17]). ITE programmes that prepare new teachers for the diverse background of their students, through classes geared towards this end, are also important (OECD, forthcoming[18]).

- The participation of new teachers in induction programmes is relatively low. Around 60% of new teachers in Iceland work in schools providing formal induction programmes, not far from the OECD average, but only 20% of them report to have taken part in such programmes (Figure 11, Panel B). A similar pattern applies to mentoring programmes. Participation in induction/mentoring programmes is important for the smooth transition from initial teacher education (ITE) to the real school environment, while it can also reduce attrition among new teachers (European Commission, 2015[17]). At the same time, schools need to be encouraged to offer well-designed, and carefully targeted, programmes (OECD, 2014[15]). The main challenge in the case of mentoring schemes is to attract experienced teachers and train them to become effective mentors (OECD, 2019[19]). ITE and induction initiatives need to be closely aligned.

- There is scope to match better professional development opportunities to teachers’ needs. Participation in professional development activities is high in Iceland, according to 2013 TALIS findings, but many lower secondary teachers report unmet needs in important areas such as developing ICT skills for teaching (Figure 11, Panel C). Providing a variety of bespoke opportunities for in-service professional development is crucial, and in line with best practice (OECD, 2018[16]). The 2013 TALIS results also point to some other barriers to participation in professional development activities, such as conflicts between the training and work timetable, with scope for further improvement (Figure 1.11, Panel E). An expert panel, established by the government, is examining options for reform in the context of the Education Policy 2030 review.

- An effective evaluation system for teachers is absent. Iceland has no legislated teacher-appraisal policy as some other countries do, such as Australia and Canada, for example. In addition, a relatively low proportion of teachers in schools with formal appraisal practices have reported in the TALIS survey to have their classrooms directly observed as a means of assessment (Figure 11, Panel D). Classroom observations and teacher interviews are used extensively by high performing countries to evaluate teaching quality (OECD, 2018[16]). More importantly, the TALIS results for Iceland suggest that the appraisal process has only a weak impact on teachers’ skills development and their practices, highlighting the need for stronger evaluation and feedback. An OECD in-depth review of teacher appraisal systems provides a number of policy options for improving evaluation frameworks (Box 3) (OECD, 2013[20]). The review concludes that it is the design and quality of teacher-appraisal mechanisms, rather than the existence of a formal appraisal, which make the process effective.

As a welcome step towards improving teaching quality, a new teacher competency framework was developed that will form the basis for teacher education and certification, hiring and promotion processes, professional development and training, and teacher
appraisal. The new framework is expected by the authorities to provide a clear guidance to school leaders to focus on teachers’ training and make it more performance oriented.

Recent initiatives also aim to increase the attractiveness of the teaching profession to young people through the launching of a campaign to enhance the image of the profession at pre-primary and compulsory schools and changes in initial teacher education. The latter include the provision of grants to students during their fifth year of study in order to reduce the need for student loans at the last year, in addition to making the fifth year a part-time paid apprenticeship (see above). Moreover, a law in 2019 introduces a common teacher certificate for all three school levels (pre-primary, compulsory, and upper secondary education), instead of three different ones as is currently the case, which could facilitate teacher mobility between schools and across school education levels.

Box 3. Improving the effectiveness of teacher-appraisal system: international evidence

- Establishing teaching standards to guide teacher appraisal and professional development.
- Resolving tensions between the developmental and accountability functions of teacher appraisal.
- Conducting regular developmental appraisals at the school level, based on frequent classroom observations and other sources of information.
- Ensuring that teacher appraisal feeds into professional and school development.
- Establishing periodic career-progression appraisal involving external evaluators.
- Preparing teachers for appraisal processes and strengthening the capacity of school leaders for teacher appraisal.
- Establishing links between teacher appraisal and career-advancement decisions.

Source: (OECD, 2013[20]).

Helping students to succeed

Improvements in teacher quality play undoubtedly an important role in achieving better educational outcomes, but strengthening students’ willingness to succeed is also essential. Icelandic students generally feel happy at school, which is an advantage of the education system. Stronger student assessment mechanisms, however, may be necessary to help improve school outcomes. Clearly defining the knowledge and skills students are expected to have attained at different stages of their education through standardised benchmarks to assess performance is important in this regard (OECD, 2009[21]). Developing large-scale tests can be one way to assess student performance and also provide incentives to students to put greater effort into learning. But standardised tests have also drawbacks, including narrowing education goals to passing needs, that should be considered carefully (OECD, 2016[22]). Another possible (or complementary) approach is developing teaching capacity in assessing against standards or providing clear guidelines in marking assessments, and/or though effective peer-reviews (OECD, 2009[21]).
Figure 11. There is scope to improve teachers’ training and professional development

A. Extent to which teachers feel prepared for the following elements in their teaching

B. Access to and participation in induction programmes and mentoring activities

C. Teachers’ needs for professional development

D. Teachers who never received formal appraisal and outcomes of teacher feedback

E. Barriers to teachers’ participation in professional development

**Note:** Percentage of lower secondary education teachers.

**Source:** TALIS 2013 and OECD calculations.
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Reducing inequalities in education quality

A quarter of the schools covered by the PISA sample (120 schools in total) are small, below 100 students, and are located mostly (80%) in rural areas (Box 1) (Figure 12). This structure serves regional needs but also raises challenges to the equitable distribution of educational resources and quality services across the country. Small schools in rural areas in particular, accounting for 40% of the PISA school-sample, may face additional obstacles in providing high quality education due to low population density and geographic isolation (Echazarra and Radinger, 2019[23]).

Figure 12. Many compulsory schools are small, 2015

Disadvantaged schools (i.e. those at the bottom quarter of school socio-economic profile) and rural schools in Iceland tend to have relatively more teacher resources compared to their counterparts, on the basis of 2015 PISA results (OECD, 2018[16]), and are also better equipped (OECD, 2016[22]). Such schools, however, are more likely to suffer, according to principals’ reports, from teacher shortages and absenteeism, and inadequate and poor quality staff. Objective indicators, such as the share of teachers with a university degree in science, and that of fully certified teachers, show a gap at the expense of rural and disadvantaged schools. This is unfortunate, as studies conclude that students taught by teachers holding a subject-specific certification do better in that subject (OECD, 2018[16]).

Well-designed incentives to attract qualified teachers to less advantaged or geographically isolated schools are important. What is more important, however, is to ensure that school funding mechanisms focus on quality and outputs rather than inputs, while ensuring effective evaluation schemes and safeguarding high equity in education. Under current arrangements there are no formal links between future resources of individual schools or local authorities and past educational performance (Ministry of Education, Science and Culture, 2014[24]). A report by the National Audit Office proposed that funding to municipalities through the Municipal Equalisation Fund should take into account improvements in quality (The Icelandic National Audit Office, 2008[25]).

Source: PISA 2015
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An effective funding system is vital for the implementation of inclusive education policy. An external audit report assessed that the current funding mechanisms and the resource allocation framework are neither equitable nor efficient, with much scope for providing resources that can be used flexibly to support all the learners (European Agency, 2017[26]). “Grey-zone pupils”, i.e. those who are recognised by the school teams as having an additional need, but not sufficiently severe to qualify for extra funds, were flagged as a particular concern by the report as such students are often seen as “missing out”, with their needs not being met. Developing flexible resource allocation mechanisms therefore is very important, as it was also recommended by the external report. The role of the funding mechanisms and the Municipal Equality Fund are currently under evaluation in the context of the Education Policy 2030 review.

Internal and external evaluations and monitoring of school operations are part of the legislative framework for education in Iceland, and publishing information is an established practice. All schools are required to have in place a system of internal evaluation and make the results publicly available, along with a reform plan. The Directorate of Education conduct external evaluations for compulsory schools in co-operation with municipalities, and for upper secondary education through independent evaluators. The results of such assessments are also made public. Evaluations, however, are not frequent but rather take place every 10 years (or dependent on risk assessment) in the case of compulsory schools and 5 years in upper secondary schools. The authorities also assess school performance on the basis of results of student national tests at grades 4, 7 and 9/10, but standardised tests at the upper secondary level and mechanisms to compare student assessments between schools are not in place.

More effective evaluation and assessment are essential for improving education outcomes, while also increases transparency. The 2017 report by the external audit (see above) highlighted, in particular, the need to focus evaluation standards on quality and classroom creativity, rather than school management practices, as is currently the case (European Agency, 2017[26]). Local authorities could also consider using the results of external evaluations as an instrument to allocate funds across schools, which would enhance accountability. In addition, to strengthen the monitoring of education outcomes, the frequency of external school evaluations should be increased and cover as much schools as possible. A well-trained and adequately staffed body of external assessors is very important in this regard, as are clear and consistent guidelines for the evaluation process.

Last but not least, based on best practices, Iceland needs to develop an integrated assessment and evaluation framework bringing together student assessment, teacher appraisal and school evaluation (OECD, 2016[1]). This would help to create synergies for learning. Putting in place an efficient formal teacher appraisal system is a precondition for such an integrated approach.

There is scope for better skills matching and a more rigorous analysis of skills needs

Evidence suggests the presence of skills gaps

Iceland seems to face skills imbalances, although comprehensive data to assess their actual size are not yet available. Evidence based on the OECD Skills for Jobs database indicate, in particular, the presence of skills shortages, especially in occupations requiring high skills which account for most of Iceland’s employment growth over the past decade and a half (Figure 1, Panel E). This occurs despite a highly educated workforce in terms of the number of tertiary graduates (Figure 13, Panel C). Detailed sectoral OECD data suggest that
professional, scientific and technical activities, financial and insurance, and information and communication are the occupations suffering most from skills shortages (Figure 13, Panel A). While these data may not reflect the latest developments, they are indicative of sectoral skills needs.

**Figure 13. Many sectors appear to face skills shortages**

A. Shortage occupations by industry

| Professional, Scientific and Technical Activities |
| Financial and Insurance Activities |
| Information and Communication |
| Construction |
| Public Administration and Defence; Compulsory Social Security |
| Education |
| Real Estate Activities |
| Human Health and Social Work Activities |
| Arts, Entertainment and Recreation |
| Electricity, Gas, Steam & Air Conditioning, Water Supply, Sewerage |
| Other Service Activities |
| Manufacturing |
| Administrative and Support Service Activities |
| Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing |
| Transportation and Storage |
| Mining and Quarrying |
| Accommodation and Food Service Activities |
| Wholesale and Retail Trade; Repair of Motor Vehicles |

B. Degree of labour market imbalances across countries

C. Share of population aged 25-64 with tertiary education, 2017

*Note:* The data in panels A and B refer to 2012. No recent data are available. Sector shortages occur when firms struggle to find appropriate talent. Surplus arises when the supply of workers in that sector exceeds demand. Results are presented on a scale that ranges between -1 and +1. The maximum value reflects the strongest shortage observed across countries, sectors and skills dimensions.
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There is also evidence of skills mismatch, both in terms of qualifications and field-of-study, with many workers being over-qualified for the jobs they do, or employed in a different field from what they have studied (Figure 14). Although some degree of skills imbalances and qualification mismatch is expected in a dynamic economy, shortcomings in the data need to be acknowledged (Institute of Economic Studies, 2018[27]), the results still flag
scope for a better allocation of resources and higher productivity (Figure 13 and Figure 14). Looking at the possible drivers of such imbalances, structural changes in certain industries, notably tourism and financial sector, large wage differentials between the fast growing occupations and a sizeable influx of foreign labour over the past 15 years can all play a role. These may be reinforced by the challenges facing the domestic education system to adapt to changes in labour market demands because of the lack of a strong vocational stream and a quantity-oriented tertiary education, as well as shortcomings in lifelong learning programmes, as discussed below.

**Figure 14. Skills mismatch could be reduced**

Note: Qualification mismatch describes a situation for which a worker has qualifications that exceed (overqualified) or does not meet (underqualified) the ones generally required for the job. Field-of-study mismatch arises when workers are employed in a different field from what they have specialised during their education. Source: OECD Skills for Jobs database (2018).

Developing tools to assess and anticipate skills needs

Skills assessment and anticipation exercises are used by many OECD countries to inform policy planning in a range of areas including education and migration. The outcomes of such exercises can also steer individuals’ choices with regard to training and career pathways. Countries differ largely with respect to the range of measures employed to analyse skills needs, as well as the forecasting horizon. Some countries, such as Australia, use a variety of tools including surveys, quantitative forecasting measures, sectoral studies and qualitative methods (OECD, 2018[28]). Long-term scenarios are relatively common in Nordic countries. Norway, for instance, carries out 20-year general occupational forecasts and Denmark’s model evaluates scenarios for up to 100 years in the future (OECD, 2016[29]).

Iceland lacks a well-developed national database on skills mismatch and reliable long-term projections for the skills demanded. Forecasting and analysis of industry skill-needs were based, so far, on various ad-hoc studies rather than a systematic approach. As a positive step a committee, set up by the government, has submitted in 2018 a report focusing on the organisation, scope and requirements for a regular monitoring of skills demands. Progress
in this domain is essential. The methods and tools to assess and anticipate skills needs should rely on several sources of information, both quantitative and qualitative if feasible, in line with best practice.

**Addressing skills imbalances**

**Strengthening the vocational pillar**

The VET system has relatively low participation rates and lacks a well-integrated work-based component (OECD, 2012[30]) (Figure 15, Panel A). While the employment rates of 24-34 year-olds are high in the current conjuncture, even in the case of less educated youth, a more effective VET system is vital to reduce skills-mismatch and also prepare Iceland to meet future skills demands (Figure 15, Panel B). A stronger vocational pillar would also help to address Iceland’s dropout challenge. Around 20% of young adults (aged 25-34 years) did not have an upper secondary qualification in 2017, below the share a decade ago, but still above the OECD average and peer countries (Figure 16). Entrants in vocational programmes appear to be affected more by school dropouts and slow study progression than their counterparts in the general programmes probably because of the weaker core skills VET students have built up at the end of compulsory education. Although many dropouts return to education and training in their late twenties and thirties, which helps them to strengthen their skills, early school leaving still represents an impediment to the development of solid cognitive skills, according to OECD research (OECD, 2018[31]).
Figure 15. Participation in VET needs to increase, despite good job outcomes

A. Share of vocational students on upper secondary students, 2016

B. Employment rates of 25-34 year-olds, by educational attainment 2017
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Improvements in quality are essential for a more effective and attractive VET system. Enhancing teachers’ technical competencies through training programmes in the business sector, and regularly updated curricula in close collaboration with social partners, are prerequisites. Strong career guidance and good quality information on graduates’ labour market outcomes are also critical to enhancing VET’s attractiveness, as are more solid pathways from vocational to tertiary education. There are no separate tertiary VET institutions at present (see below).

Greater co-ordination and reduced complexity would strengthen the vocational system. Plans by the authorities to re-assess the functions of the numerous committees (70 committees, comprising around 350 members) involved in the VET administration, and define clearly their roles and tasks, are welcome steps towards a more co-ordinated governance and should go ahead. A well-functioning occupational committee, which acts as an advisory and coordinating body, is key for the effective oversight of the sector.
(Muset and Valle, 2013[32]). The VET system should also become less complex in terms of programmes offered through a careful streamlining based on a well-evidenced assessment of their outcomes. It is important that less complexity does not come at the expense of diversity and innovation.

To equip students with solid practical skills, the school- and work-based learning components of VET need to be well-integrated. This is the case of countries with a well-established vocational education track such as Denmark, Germany and Switzerland. The length of workplace training provided as part of upper secondary vocational programmes varies significantly in Iceland, from 0% to 80% of the total duration of VET studies. This implies that some vocational programmes are purely school-based. More importantly, the apprenticeship training is not an integrated part of the school studies, with the apprenticeship system associated with traditional trade professions being the only exception. In other words, schools do not provide work-based positions; rather, VET students have to search them and apply to companies of interest. In certain occupations, it can be very difficult to find a placement (Steafansdottir, 2014[33]). Around half of the Icelandic students in VET appear to take the apprenticeship route, according to the EU data. This however seems to be restricted to the traditional trade professions where the system entails an effective balance between school and work-based training and clear options for further upskilling, including as master craftsman (Muset and Valle, 2013[32]).

The well-developed apprenticeship model associated with traditional trade professions should be expanded to other VET fields, introducing opportunities for workplace learning to all vocational programmes. A strong apprenticeship system in service sectors, such as tourism and information technology (IT), would be particularly beneficial given the importance of such sectors in the economy. The structure of VET programmes could also be examined, particularly with regard to the appropriate length of the school-based part. The duration varies across countries. In Norway, for example, two years of school-based learning precede two years of work-based placement, while in Denmark the school-based part accounts for one-third of the VET programmes (Jorgensen, 2015[34]). The quality of the apprenticeship system could be further strengthened by moving from a time-based to a competence-based scheme, linking success to knowledge acquisition, as for instance in Australia and the United Kingdom.

Complementary measures that encourage participation by business may also be necessary. While employers can apply for grants from the Apprenticeship Fund to subsidise the provision of work-based training, such grants are not guaranteed and are limited in number and quantity. Broadening the options of financial support would therefore be beneficial including through cost-sharing mechanisms or joint apprenticeship programmes available in some countries (OECD, 2018[35]). Increased capacity of firms to provide workplace-based training for vocational students is also of high importance.

**Harnessing skills for a knowledge- and innovation-driven economy**

Iceland has two universities among the world’s top, which is a welcome development given the relatively small size of the domestic tertiary sector, but in terms of score performance it ranks below its Nordic peers (Figure 17). The tertiary education system could become more quality-oriented. Current incentives make it attractive for universities to focus on enrolments, rather than performance, as funding is allocated across institutions on a per-student basis (Box 1) (Chapter 2 of the 2019 OECD Economic Survey of Iceland). This raises concerns that the funding system prompts a bias towards inexpensive courses and popular studies. In addition, the current arrangements do not promote differentiation of
institutional profiles as they provide similar incentives for all institutions, driving homogeneity. As a positive move, a Quality Board was established some years ago, with the second evaluation cycle underway.

**Figure 17. Tertiary education performance could be enhanced**

![Graph](https://doi.org/10.1787/888933996752)

*Note:* The Times Higher Education World University Rankings are the only global performance tables that judge research-intensive universities across all their core missions: teaching, research, knowledge transfer and international outlook, using 13 performance indicators.

*Source:* The 2019 Times Higher Education World University Ranking.

An ongoing reform of the university funding system aims to shift the focus from quantity to quality and outcomes. This is appropriate. Performance indicators, including the introduction of research criteria (both in terms of outcomes and laboratory/equipment intensity), should play a more dominant role in the new funding scheme to ensure higher quality outcomes. Consideration could also be given to the introduction of multi-year performance agreements between the government and each higher education institution, aiming to incentivise differentiation and quality improvement. A recent reform in Norway moved towards this direction (OECD, 2016[36]). Agreements would be valid for a specific period and portion of the funding to an institution would be linked to them. The design of such agreements could be the outcome of a dialogue with the universities. The new funding system should also take into account the gender aspect. A recent project by the University of Iceland, as part of an international project (GARCIA), showed that policies and systems of distributing funds have different impact on male-dominated and female-dominated fields at the university, resulting in funds not being distributed in a gender equitable way (Steinþórsdóttir et al., 2016[37]). Choice of studies is very-gender disaggregated, with women being overrepresented in studies that have lower pay after graduation. This can affect adversely economic equality between genders after graduation. Ensuring gender equality in research is now an important priority in the European Union.

Explicit incentives under the current funding system to align the provision of tertiary education to labour market demands are generally missing. A weak response of skills development to labour market needs (Figure 14) can reflect a number of factors that go beyond funding mechanisms. These include, for instance, an inadequate counselling, and/or tight labour market conditions that make it easier for youth to find a job. The compressed wage distribution in Iceland could be another reason. Still, establishing a more
A direct link between the tertiary funding system and labour market demands would be advisable. Differentiated awards to institutions could be considered, for instance, for those courses that provide skills corresponding closely to the labour market needs. Such a reform hinges upon the development of a rigorous methodology for assessing labour market needs and solid data on graduates’ employment outcomes. Appropriate data dissemination and effective career guidance are also important for a balanced skill-mix.

Iceland does not have a tertiary VET sector. All higher education institutions have the status of universities, but some offer vocational programmes (Box 1). Providing an appropriate mix of vocational and academic skills is essential in an era of fast changing labour demands. A pilot project underway aims to develop post-secondary/tertiary VET programmes in cooperation with the universities. The attractiveness of such programmes would increase if students from tertiary VET programs were allowed to enter a post-graduate course without further studies.

In fostering flexible skills, an alternative option to enhancing the VET-content of university programmes would be to move to a “dual” tertiary system by introducing separate VET institutions. This is the case, for example, in Austria, Germany, Switzerland, as well as Denmark and Norway. In choosing the appropriate option, one needs to take into account the range of potential study and progression opportunities under each option, as well as the size of the tertiary market to avoid overcrowding and further fragmentation, and also, increased complexity. While there is no “optimal” size, an important challenge is to ensure that institutions are of sufficient size to promote quality. Very small-size institutions may also lack a “critical mass” in research (OECD, 2016[36]).

Education and skills for innovation are essential for embracing the digital age. Boosting STEM (science, technology, engineering and mathematics) skills, especially among women who are under-represented in STEM disciplines, is important (Figure 18). Iceland ranks below the OECD average in terms of tertiary graduations from such fields. At the same time, care is needed at developing STEM-related policies as not all STEM disciplines have strong labour demand. Moreover, there is growing consensus that policies should go beyond STEM subjects in building an innovation–rich skills base. This is underscored by the OECD’s Innovation Imperative report (OECD, 2015[38]). For instance, some categories of arts can have a high innovation-enhancing value.
Entrepreneurship education can enhance innovation-relevant skills, while equipping students with broader competences such as creativity and collaborative skills that are transferable between jobs (OECD, 2019[39]). Steps towards promoting entrepreneurship skills are welcome. The Reykjavik University, for instance, provides a business development course (Entrepreneurship and Starting New Ventures) in the first year of studies and encourages students to work on projects with industry. Strengthening the supply of entrepreneurship education at tertiary as well as lower levels of education is important. In the Netherlands, for instance, all Universities and Universities of Applied Science offer entrepreneurship units in degree courses (OECD, 2017[40]). At the same time, teachers need to have initial training in entrepreneurship and continuously update their knowledge in the field. Developing entrepreneurship indicators to monitor progress and impact would provide useful insights for policy making.

There is scope to strengthen the collaboration between research and business sectors on innovation. Collaborative research is an increasingly recognised channel of knowledge transfer and skill development (OECD, 2015[38]). The technology clusters, especially with respect to fishing technology, provide successful examples of collaboration. However, collaborative research remains relatively low in international comparison, even in the case of large firms, with a little mobility of researchers between the business and university sectors (Figure 19). The private co-funding of public R&D expenditure is around half the EU average, according to available data (European Commission, 2017[41]).
Figure 19. Collaborative research could be strengthened

A. Firms collaborating on innovation with higher education or research institutions by firm size, 2012-2014

B. Share of researchers in percentage of active population, 2017

C. Private co-funding of public R&D expenditures, percentage of GDP 2015

Source: European Innovation Scoreboard 2018 Database, Eurostat database.
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Collaborative research can be improved through measures that encourage universities and business to engage more with each other. These include, for instance, innovation vouchers granted to SMEs to buy industrial or applied R&D from selected public research institutions. A number of countries use innovation vouchers, although the design differs widely across them (OECD, 2010[42]). Clearly defined eligibility criteria and a close monitoring of the impact of the vouchers on the collaboration between research and business sectors are necessary for successful outcomes.

Giving more weight to collaborative research when allocating funds to universities could be another option. A move in this direction would require encompassing in the university funding model a set of collaboration-related criteria, including the number of patents and joint academia-business publications. Such a reform would also help to improve the management of intellectual property (IP) created by the universities. While Iceland is a “strong” innovator, according to 2017 European Innovation Scoreboard, intellectual assets remains an area of weakness, with PCT patent applications falling below the EU 28 average (European Commission, 2017[41]). A technology-transfer office (TTO) was established in
2018 with the participation of all universities. Strong skills and capacities in the management of IP are essential for the effectiveness of the TTO.

**Ensuring lifelong learning for all**

Participation in adult learning is high in international comparison, according to the survey data, even though below the levels in other Nordic countries (Figure 20, Panel A). The right to continuing education and training is specified in collective agreements in Iceland, with available funding for those participating (Andersen, Hougaard and Olafsson, 2011[43]). Education institutions also offer continuing courses, leading to diplomas and/or further studies. Overall, Icelandic workers have the flexibility of entering and re-entering the education and training system, which implies a wide-range of lifelong learning opportunities.

**Figure 20. Participation in lifelong learning**

Per cent of population aged 25-64 participating in education and training in the preceding four weeks, 2018

Still, disaggregated data suggest that, in common with other countries, lifelong training is generally concentrated in certain groups and in particular the more educated ones. Those
having completed only compulsory education lag behind (Figure 20, Panel B). This is unfortunate as less educated workers could benefit substantially from taking part in adult learning, including by becoming more resilient to future labour market changes. The relative smaller engagement of the less advantaged groups to adult learning could be explained by a number of factors including weak incentives, lack of support by the employers and limited awareness about the potential benefits from pursuing continuing education and training (OECD, 2017[46]). As a positive step, the government has introduced skills assessment schemes to facilitate re-entry into the formal school system for workers that lack upper secondary qualifications, by evaluating work experience and acquired skills.

A variety of financial incentives are provided by OECD countries to encourage participation in adult learning of under-represented groups. This is justified, as workers and firms may not fully internalise the need for further investment in skills. The financial incentives provided usually by the OECD countries include subsidies, such as vouchers and grants, and tax incentives in the form of a tax allowance or tax credits. Some countries, for instance France and the Netherlands, have introduced individual learning accounts (ILAs) (OECD, 2019[45]). Such schemes attach training rights to individuals, rather than jobs, to fund future education and training and include accounts where time and/or savings for training are accumulated over time (OECD, 2019[46]). ILAs have received increasing attention in recent years as they allow for portability of the training rights between jobs and also employment statuses, facilitating career transitions. A careful design of financial incentives is vital for achieving better targeting and reducing deadweight costs. Well-disseminated information on available lifelong learning programmes and effective career counselling are necessary complements to these measures, if the strategy is to be successful.

Making better use of existing skills

Active labour market policies

Iceland’s favourable labour market conditions make the implementation of extensive active labour market policies a less pressing issue (Andersen, Hougaard and Ólafsson, 2011[43]). A safety net is required, however, to cope with potential cyclical downturns in the future and concomitant labour market adjustments. The sharp increase in the unemployment rate during the crisis, from approximately 2 ¼ % of labour force in 2007 to 7.6% in 2010, and a rise in the share of disability pensioners below retirement age by around half percentage point over the same period, reinforces this view. Moreover, long-term unemployment remains well above the pre-crisis levels (9.2% of those unemployed in 2017 compared to 4.1% in 2008). Effective activation policies need therefore to remain on the government agenda, helping the unemployed to find quality jobs and upgrading skills where appropriate. A well-functioning and responsive Public Employment Services (PES) is a key element of such a strategy.

The Icelandic PES (Vinnumálalistofnun) has taken significant steps toward modernisation in recent years, as assessed by an external audit, but further improvements are needed (European Commission, 2018[47]). Iceland’s PES still lags behind those in other Nordic countries, especially Denmark and Sweden (European Commission, 2019[48]). Ongoing reforms aim to strengthen PES performance management and enhance the efficiency and transparency of the process. Measures to this end include the introduction of specific strategic objectives under the “Three Year Strategy”, which is an important step towards target-setting, and improvements in the PES staff. Ensuring an appropriately skilled staff with competencies in different areas is among the key priorities. Current reforms also aim to upgrade the IT structure of the PES, extending digital services for its customers. This is
welcome and needs to be completed on time. A digitalised system would enable a greater standardisation of service delivery processes through a better documentation of provided services, increasing transparency. Moreover, such system would facilitate a better mapping of job-seekers needs and prioritisation within groups, promoting more effective activation programmes.

Reforms to modernise the PES should also aim at strengthening the evaluation and monitoring of the provided activation programmes. Systematic data collection on the outcomes of the various programmes, in terms of training and job reinstatement of registered workers, is of high importance. The improvement of performance indicators is on the PES agenda, with some steps already taken to this end. Efforts need to continue. The developed indicators should be simple and easy-to-quantify and focus on key areas, although the difficulties in constructing such indicators should not be underestimated. A rapid progress toward digitalising the PES would facilitate high-quality evaluation analysis and effective monitoring.

**Improving financial incentives to work**

Unemployed workers in Iceland, especially from low paid jobs, have weak financial incentives to return to work (Figure 21). Out of work support for jobseekers is comparatively generous. Net replacement rates in unemployment (NRRs) are above the OECD average and remain high especially at long unemployment durations (Figure 22). This, combined with the full withdrawal of the unemployment benefit when taking up a full-time job, can increase the financial disincentives for low-paid workers to take-up a job. While this is not a problem at present as labour market conditions are buoyant, it could affect the speed of return to work in the event of a cyclical slowdown, as highlighted by a previous Survey (OECD, 2011[49]).

Figure 21. High effective tax rates on entering employment

A. Single person without children, from 2 months unemployment and unemployment benefits

B. Single person without children, from 24 months unemployment and unemployment benefits

*Note:* The Effective tax rate on entering employment (or Participation Tax Rate) measures the proportion of in-work earnings that is lost to either higher taxes or lower benefit entitlements when a jobless person takes up employment. This can be interpreted as an indicator of financial disincentives to participate in the labour market. Results refer to a 40-years-old unemployed person with a “long” and continuous contribution history and previous earnings at 67% or 100% of the average wage.
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Figure 22. Relatively high net replacement rates may reduce work incentives

A. Net replacement rates in unemployment
Single person without children

B. Net replacement rates in unemployment
Couple with two children, partner’s wage at 67% of AW

C. Effective tax rate on entering employment
Single person without children

D. Effective tax rate on entering employment
Couple with two children, partner’s wage at 67% of AW

E. Effective tax rate on entering employment
Duration of unemployment 2 months
Single person without children
Couple with two children, partner’s wage at 67% of AW

F. Effective tax rate on entering employment
Duration of unemployment 25 months
Single person without children
Couple with two children, partner’s wage at 67% of AW

Note: Net Replacement Rates in unemployment measure the proportion of previous in-work income that is maintained after 1, 2, ..., T months of unemployment. Nordic average includes Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden. Results refer to a 40-years-old unemployed person with a “long” and continuous contribution history and previous earnings at 67% of the average wage. For couples, the spouse is employed at 67% of average wage. Children are 4 and 6 years old. Details of the reform are explained in Box 4.
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Compared with similar schemes in other Nordic and OECD countries, the duration of unemployment benefit in Iceland is relatively long (Table 1). In the first three months of the entitlement the benefit is related to previous earnings, while for the remaining 27 months it is paid on a flat-rate basis. Despite the relatively long duration, entitlements are not means tested. This implies that jobseekers with different family and labour market backgrounds receive the same amount after the initial three-month period that the benefit is income-linked and until the expire date (Figure 22). Moreover, unemployment benefits can be accessed relatively easily: claimants in Iceland are required to be employed for only 3 months before the benefit receipt, compared to an OECD average of approximately 10 months (Table 1). The strictness of behavioural requirements for maintaining eligibility is, however, in line with the OECD average (Immervoll and Knotz, 2018[50]).

### Table 1. Unemployment insurance benefit (UI) provisions in selected countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Minimum employment requirement for UI benefit entitlement (months)</th>
<th>Strictness of behavioural requirements to maintain eligibility</th>
<th>Maximum duration of regular UI benefits (months)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD average</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: The OECD average is calculated as an arithmetic mean of the scores. Instead of the minimum employment requirement, Norway has a minimum requirement with respect to previous earnings. The “strictness” indicator encompasses availability for taking up a job, monitoring and sanctions sub-indicators.*

*Source: OECD tax-benefit comparative tables and OECD Employment Outlook 2018, Figure 5.7, OECD Publishing, Paris.*

An investigation of the potential impact of the current unemployment benefit scheme on work incentives would be advisable. If deemed necessary, some parameters of the unemployment scheme, such as replacement rates, maximum duration and minimum employment eligibility requirements (Table 1), could be brought more into line with international practice, while addressing equity trade-offs. For example, OECD analysis carried out in the context of this Survey suggests that bringing the net replacement rates of unemployment benefits closer to the OECD average would increase incentives to work for low paid workers, especially in the case of long-term unemployed with a working spouse and young children (Box 4) (Figure 22).

An alternative (or complementary) reform is to introduce earnings disregards in the means test of the social assistance programme, and partial withdrawal of unemployment benefit entitlements for those who take up full-time work at low earnings, or temporary earnings disregards for those who take up full-time work at higher earnings. Such reform would increase the net household income for those who move into work, but would not change the net replacement rates in unemployment. A number of countries are implementing income disregards in their social assistance programmes, including Finland, Portugal, the Slovak Republic, and more recently Lithuania (OECD, 2018[51]).
Box 4. Potential impact of reforms of out-of-work benefits on work incentives in Iceland

The present analysis, based on the OECD tax-benefit model for Iceland, attempts to investigate the potential impact of reforms that would bring net replacement rates (NRRs) in unemployment closer to OECD average on the financial incentives to work among low paid workers.

The reform scenario adjusts the replacement rates of unemployment insurance benefit (“Atvinnuleysisdagpeningar”) in the beginning of the unemployment spell (the first 3 months) in line with the Nordic and OECD averages. This implies a reduction of 10%. It also assumes a maximum duration of unemployment insurance benefit of 24 months, instead of 30 currently, similar to the practice in other Nordic countries. The latter allows for an earlier move of the jobseeker from unemployment insurance scheme, which is not means-tested and fully withdrawn for those who take up full-time work, to a more flexible social assistance programme (municipality financial assistance, “Fjárhagsaðstoð sveitarfélaga”), that involves a more gradual withdrawal rate with respect to in-work earnings and, therefore, provides, higher incentives to work.

In the reform scenario, the social assistance programme enters with a slightly lower amount for families without children, which brings the structure of the programme closer to the standard OECD practices, where benefit amounts increase with the family size. Nevertheless, the generosity of the social assistance programme in Iceland remains among the highest in the OECD even after this hypothetical reform.

The combined effect of the above reforms is net replacement rates in unemployment closer to the OECD average and higher work incentives to take up employment (Figure 22). The extent of the increase in work incentives depends on the family and labour market circumstances. Incentives are particularly higher for low-paid workers with long unemployment durations.

1. OECD tax-benefit model assumes the amounts of social assistance for Reykjavik. Amounts can be lower in other municipalities. The model includes only regular benefit payments. Additional support granted on a case-by-case basis is not taken into account.

Source: OECD tax-benefit model

Making better use of immigrant skills

A comprehensive strategy to foster strong and relevant skills should ensure the best use of immigrant skills. Immigrants make up a growing share of the Icelandic population, accounting for 14% of total population in 2017, compared to an OECD total of 10% (OECD, 2018[52]). Nevertheless, a much larger proportion of immigrants, especially non-EU born, are overqualified compared to native workers, implying that many of these workers do not manage to translate higher overall education levels into better labour market outcomes (Figure 23). In addition, while overall employment rates for immigrant and non-immigrant workers do not differ much, the former group underperforms when looking at the highly-educated workers. All these suggest that there is scope for making better use of immigrant skills. At the same time, regulations for the employment of workers outside the European Economic Area (EEA) are tight, with scope for more open markets for services trade through the temporary movements of non-EEA workers according to OECD Trade Restrictiveness Index (OECD, 2018[53]). This would help Iceland to meet needs in growing sectors, for instance, information technology.
In the above context, there is much merit in focusing policy action on improving recruitment modalities for immigrant workers, including through mentoring and language programmes, as well as assessment and recognition of foreign qualifications (OECD, 2019[39]). As a step forward, the 2016-2019 Action Plan for Immigrants aims to improve the education status and labour market integration of immigrant workers in Iceland including through the introduction of quality criteria for language classes and a simplification of the assessment process of immigrants’ educational qualifications, as well as increased opportunities for continuing education and vocational training for immigrant workers. These measures need to be complemented by well-designed immigration rules to ensure that the skills attracted from abroad correspond closely to domestic labour market needs. In turn, this hinges upon systematic skills assessment and anticipation exercises that Iceland is currently developing, setting the foundations for stronger skills policies.

Source: OECD, “Settling In 2018: Main Indicators of Immigrant Integration”.

StatLink  
https://doi.org/10.1787/888933996866
## Findings and recommendations to foster strong and relevant skills

### Promoting skills

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Educational performance remains weak, with many students lacking strong core skills at the end of compulsory education. The score is lower among immigrant children</th>
<th>Improve teaching quality by extending the period of practical training in initial education programmes and by providing more custom-made opportunities for teachers' professional development</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The analysis and forecasting of skills needs has not been conducted on a systematic basis to inform policy decisions</td>
<td>Develop methods and tools for monitoring skills needs that rely on several information sources, preferably both quantitative and qualitative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skills shortages and qualification mismatch weigh on productivity growth</td>
<td>Strengthen vocational skills by better integrating work-and school-based training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Link university funding partially to the success of tertiary courses in providing skills corresponding to labour market needs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Ensuring strong core skills at the end of compulsory education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student skills are declining</th>
<th>Strengthen literacy as a separate subject in school curricula for higher grades</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The mechanisms for monitoring education outcomes are not sufficiently effective</td>
<td>Develop an effective system of teacher appraisal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Tackling skills imbalances

| The vocational education and training (VET) system is complex and lacks strong co-ordination, with scope to enhance its labour-market relevance | Re-assess the functions of the numerous occupational committees and streamline VET programmes based on a well-evidenced assessment |
| Tertiary education is more input- than output-oriented and does not provide sufficient vocational skills. Research-business collaboration on innovation is weak | Introduce multi-year performance agreements between the government and each higher-education institution |
| Less educated workers participate less in lifelong learning programmes | Encourage participation in adult learning of under-represented groups, including through well-designed financial incentives |

### Use existing skills more effectively

| The Public Employment Services lacks well-developed performance indicators and is not yet fully digitalised | Proceed with the modernisation of Public Employment Services setting as priority the development of high-quality key performance indicators |
| Net replacement rates in unemployment are high, especially for low paid workers | Reform the key parameters of the unemployment benefits system, for instance replacement rates, maximum duration and minimum employment eligibility requirements, if this is deemed necessary to boost work incentives |
| Immigrant skills can be integrated better in the labour market | Ensure effective mentoring and language programmes for immigrants and improved assessment and recognition of foreign qualifications |
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